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Abstract
The increasing use of social media platforms is making possible the communication between people
around the world, including those with conflicting ideologies and cultures. However, some people use
offensive language instead of having a polite conversation either because of little education or with the
intention of intoxicating the debate. In this paper we analyze the results achieved by the UMUTeam of
applying BERT models, either separate or combined with other popular models, for the HASOC’2021
shared-task for identifying offensive language in English, Hindi and Marathi. Our bests results are
achieved with BERT for English classification subtask (1A), in which we reached a macro F1-score of
80.13%, and with ensemble learning for the rest of the subtasks, reaching macro F1-scores of 62.89%
in English (subtask 1B), 75.20% and 51.67% in Hindi (subtasks 1A and 1B, respectively), and 84.23% in
Marathi.
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1. Introduction
Social media platforms are places where people can freely communicate. However, the anonymity
and remote communication makes it easier to have impolite, offensive or even hateful conversations. Although these platforms may have their own rules, heated arguments can go
unnoticed or be wrongly censored. One way to avoid censorship is to provide tools for tagging
offensive messages is by using methods that automatically detect offensive language. The
biggest challenge regarding offensive-speech is the ability to interpret language. Naive methods
may be based on the identification certain offensive keywords but do not take into account
the context around the keyword. Modern approaches based on transformers are capable of
detecting the context of the words, improving the accuracy of these kind of systems.
HASOC 2021’s shared-task [1] offered two subtasks. The first subtask is divided into two:
a binary classification problem to identify whether a post contains hate, offensive or profane
content [2, 3] (1A) and a multi-classification problem to discriminate between hate, profane and
offensive posts (1B). The second subtask is the identification of Conversational Hate-Speech in
Code-Mixed Languages (ICHCL). The dataset for these tasks contains tweets which may or may
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not be offensive in English, Hindi and Marathi. The UMUTeam only participated in subtasks 1A
and 1B in all the proposed languages. Our approach to solve these tasks is by using state of the
art models such as [4] BERT, which is able to capture language features, and combine it with
other linguistic features (LF) extracted from UMUTextStats [5, 6] and by applying ensemble
learning approaches.
We can find in the bibliography several works regarding hate-speech and offensive-speech
identification. For example, in [7] the authors evaluated multiple models such as logistic
regression, naive Bayes, decision trees and linear support vector machines (SVM). They found
that logistic regression with L2 regularization by using 5-fold cross-validation and parameter
grid search achieved the best results, with a precision of 91% and recall of 90% for offensive
language, and a precision of 44% and recall of 61% for hate speech. Another related research is
[8], in which the authors used a Multi-view SVM to classify hate speech. They fit different text
features to a linear SVM and, finally, combine those features with a linear SVM. This model
achieved a 80% of accuracy on Stormfront dataset and a 61% of accuracy on TRAC dataset. One
benefit of the multi-view SVM approach is that it allows for some interpretability by identifying
which classifier contributes the most. Other works have focused on specific types of hate-speech
identification, such as misogyny. For example, in [6] the authors compiled and evaluated a
dataset in Spanish regarding misogyny. They focused on determining violence against relevant
women and also they analyzed differences between posts from European-Spanish and Latin
American Spanish.
Most of the datasets are in English. However, many other languages do not have the same
availability. Relevant work has been done to improve the accuracy on certain languages by
using cross-lingual transfer learning as in [9] for Bengali, Hindi and Spanish, and as in [10] for
German.

2. Methodology
We participate with three runs for the subtasks: 1A, 1B (English), 1A, 1B (Hindi), and 1A
(Marathi). Due to lack of time, we could not complete the first run for subtasks 1B (Hindi) and
1A (Marathi).
For the first run, we use BERT [4] with HuggingFace 1 transformers library [11]. This library
provides an automatic framework to train and predict a wide variety of models for supervised
learning. The tokenizer and BERT model for English was b e r t - b a s e - u n c a s e d and b e r t - b a s e m u l t i l i n g u a l - u n c a s e d for Hindi and Marathi. The BERT model is B e r t F o r S e q u e n c e C l a s s i f i c a t i o n ,
which is used to classify sequences like text. We divided each dataset into training and validation
to let us know beforehand the performance of the models.
For the second run, we combine the same neural network BERT with stylometric linguistic
features [5, 6]. For this, we extract from BERT the encoding of the [ C L S ] token, as suggested in
[12]. Next, we use Keras to combine the features and evaluate a total of 110 neural network
models in which different number of hidden layers, neurons, learning rates, batch sizes, and
activation functions. We ranked all the evaluated models with the macro F1-score over the
validation split and select the one that achieved the best result.
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For the third run, we prepare an ensemble of deep-learning classifiers based on the weighted
mode. To calculate the importance of each classifier in the final output, we ranked each model
based on the F1-score with the validation dataset. The involved neural networks models are
the following: (1) linguistic features, (2) sentence embeddings from fastText 2 in English [13]
and in Hindi and Marathi [14], (3) word embeddings from gloVe and fastText evaluated with
convolutional and recurrent neural networks, and (4) BERT (as described for the first and second
run). For each feature set, we evaluated 110 neural network models in order to decide what are
the best hyperparameters.

3. Results
In this section, we show and discuss the results obtained by our methods. In each table, we
present the three best methods of the overall results and our three best methods (UMUTeam)
sorted by their macro F1-score obtained by the official HASOC leaderboard. Each table is a
subtask (see Tables 1 and 2 for English, Tables Table 3 and 4 for Hindi, and Table 5 for Marathi).
Table 1
Results over English subtask 1A
Team

Method

NLP-CIC
HUNLP
neuro-utmn-thales
UMUTeam
UMUTeam
UMUTeam

Macro F1
0.8305
0.8215
0.8199

Run 1 - BERT
Run 3 - Ensemble
Run 2 - BERT+LF

0.8013
0.7959
0.7933

Table 2
Results over English subtask 1B
Team

Method

NLP-CIC
neuro-utm-thales
HASOC21rub
UMUTeam
UMUTeam
UMUTeam

Macro F1
0.6657
0.6577
0.6482

Run 3 - Ensemble
Run 2 - BERT+LF
Run 1 - BERT

0.6289
0.6219
0.3751

Our best result for the English subtask 1A is 80.13%, achieved by the BERT model. This result
is very close to the best overall result (83.05%). The ensemble and LF models also had results
close to the top results with 79.59% and 79.33%, respectively. For the English subtask 1B we
achieved 62.89% with the ensemble model. Again, this result is very close to the top result
2
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Table 3
Results over Hindi subtask 1A
Team

Method

Macro F1

t1
Super Mario
Hasnuhana
UMUTeam
UMUTeam
UMUTeam

0.7825
0.7797
0.7797
Run 3 - Ensemble
Run 1 - BERT
Run 2 - BERT+LF

0.7520
0.7185
0.6724

Table 4
Results over Hindi subtask 1B
Team

Method

Macro F1

NeuralSpace
SATLab
hate-busters
UMUTeam
UMUTeam

0.5603
0.5586
0.5582
Run 2 - Ensemble
Run 1 - BERT+LF

0.5167
0.4889

Table 5
Results over Marathi subtask 1A
Team

Method

WLV-RIT
neuro-utmn-thales
Hasnuhana
UMUTeam
UMUTeam

Macro F1
0.9144
0.8808
0.8756

Run 2 - Ensemble
Run 1 - BERT+LF

0.8423
0.8402

(66.57%). Our second run achieved similar results (62.19%). However, BERT got very bad results
(37.51%). The best model for the Hindi subtask 1A achieved a macro F1-score of 75.20% with the
ensemble model, 71.85% for BERT model and 67.24% for LF model. The results for Hindi subtask
1B are 51.67% for ensemble model and 48.89% for LF model. Lastly, for the Marathi subtask 1A
we achieved a macro F1-score of 84.23% with the ensemble model and 84.02% with the LF model.
We notice that, generally, the ensemble learning model is the one that performs the best in
all tasks except for the English subtask 1A in which BERT performs better. We can also observe
that the English subtask 1A is quite near to top performing methods of the overall results. This
finding suggests that the feature sets and the neural network models are complementary as
their combination outperforms the results achieved by BERT.
We achieved near to state of the art results in English subtasks and decent results for Hindi
and Marathi. We see that transformer models such as BERT are suitable for English tasks about
hate speech and offensive language detection. However, other languages such as Hindi, which

is quite different from English, seem to perform worse. This may be for two reasons: (1) the
model itself may not fit as well as other languages [15, 16], (2) a lack of pre-trained models for
the specific language [17].

4. Conclusions and further work
In this work we had the opportunity to take part in the HASOC’2021 shared-task for automatic
detection of hate speech on various languages. We achieved relevant results on some of the
proposed tasks, with 84.23% with an ensemble model for hate content detection in Marathi and
achieving a 51.67% of macro F1-score for discriminating between hate, profane and offensive
content in Hindi with an ensemble model.
Although these are good results, we consider that there are improvements that can be done
in order to reach better results. We propose the creation of more pre-trained models for more
languages, which include Hindi and Marathi. We also consider the analysis of other models
that could improve our results in these tasks. Besides, we will pay special attention to language
models and linguistic features capable of extracting patterns from figurative language [18], in
which words and expressions shift from their literal meaning. For this, we will compile datasets
from satiric media and we will analyze linguistic devices such as sarcasm or irony, similar to
the works described at [19].
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